Curriculum Map: Kindergarten Language Arts

Unit: Concepts of Print
   Topic: Directionality
   Topic: Parts of a Book
   Topic: Book Parts
   Topic: Print represents spoken language
   Topic: Spaces
   Topic: Upper/Lower Case Letters
   Topic: Sentence/Word Awareness

Unit: Phonological Awareness
   Topic: Rhyming
   Topic: Discriminate Beginning and Ending Sounds
   Topic: Syllables
   Topic: Blending/Segmenting
   Topic: Initial, Medial, and Ending Sounds
   Topic: Add/Substitute Initial Sound
   Topic: Onset and Rime
   Topic: Phonemic Awareness

Unit: Phonics
   Topic: Letter/Sound Correspondence
   Topic: Vowels

Unit: Alphabetic Principle/Phonics
   Topic: Letter Naming
   Topic: Letter Sounds
   Topic: Letter Formation
   Topic: Discriminate Beginning Sounds
   Topic: Discriminate Ending Sounds

Unit: Reading Strategies
   Topic: Fluency
   Topic: Before Reading
   Topic: During Reading
   Topic: After Reading

Unit: Comprehension
   Topic: Fiction Strategies
   Topic: Nonfiction Strategies
   Topic: Identifying Main Idea
   Topic: Identify Supporting Details/Facts

Unit: Speaking and Listening
   Topic: Listening Skills
   Topic: Speaking Skills
Unit: Types of Writing
   Topic: Narrative
   Topic: Informational
   Topic: Research

Unit: Vocabulary
   Topic: Concept Vocabulary
   Topic: High Frequency Words
   Topic: Word Categories

Unit: Writing Process
   Topic: Prewriting Strategies
   Topic: Write/Draft
   Topic: Edit and Publish/Share

Unit: Quality of Writing
   Topic: Focus and Content
   Topic: Conventions
   Topic: Organization